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 world, in addition to restrictions on transportation 

and businesses coupled with hard-to-get healthcare. 
He commended media for spreading correct informa-
tion about mental health conditions and explaining that 
mental health diseases were just like other diseases, 
which can be treated. 

Meanwhile, the health ministry has started registra-
tion for the third dose or booster shot of the COVID-
19 vaccine in individuals aged 18 years and older. 
Priority for the booster shot will be for high-risk indi-
viduals at least six months after their second dose, the 
ministry’s spokesman Dr Abdullah Al-Sanad said in a 
press statement yesterday. 

COVID-19 has claimed nearly 5 million lives since it 
emerged in late 2019, but experts say this is likely to 
be a vast underestimate. Friday’s study showed that the 
hardest-hit countries were saddled with the greatest 
mental health burden, with a strong link between high 
COVID-19 case levels, restrictions on movement, and 
elevated rates of depression and anxiety. 

“Our findings highlight an urgent need to strength-
en mental health systems in order to address the 
growing burden of major depressive disorder and 
anxiety disorders worldwide,” said lead study author 
Damian Santomauro, from the University of 

Queensland’s School of Public Health. “Meeting the 
added demand for mental health services due to 
COVID-19 will be challenging, but taking no action 
should not be an option.” 

Analyzing data collected across North America, 
Europe and East Asia researchers modelled the expect-
ed prevalence of depression and anxiety. Had the pan-
demic not occurred, 193 million cases of depression 
would have been expected. This compared with an 
observed 246 million cases during 2020. Similarly, for 
anxiety, models predicted 298 million cases of anxiety 
globally without COVID-19, when in fact the actual 
number of cases last year was 374 million. 

The analysis showed that women suffered dispro-
portionately, largely because pandemic measures 
exacerbated existing health and social inequality in 
most nations. Additional caring and domestic duties 
still mainly fall to women, and women are far more like-
ly to be victims of domestic violence, which surged 
during the pandemic. School and college closures 
restricted young people’s ability to learn, interact with 
peers, and gain employment, leading to outsized men-
tal health impacts among 20-24-year-olds, the study 
showed. 

“The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated many 
existing inequalities, and social determinants of men-
tal health disorders, and the underpinning mecha-
nisms to improve mental health in the context of the 
COVID-19 pandemic globally,” said Alize Ferrari, 
from the University of Queensland. “It is crucial that 
policymakers take underlying factors such as these 
into account as part of measures to strengthen mental 
health services.” —Agencies

COVID causes 
steep rise...
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“Some drivers used to remove the catalytic con-

verters from their vehicle based on the advice of the 
garage, as the vehicle apparently runs faster without it. 
The garage even used to pay the customer around KD 
50 for the converter. But after the police raids, most 
garages won’t remove it even if the customer pays for 
it,” he added.  

A salesman at an auto dealership confirmed more 
people are now asking  for catalytic converters. “I’ve 
heard many people in Salmiya, Maidan Hawally, 
Hawally and Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh were victims of theft 

of this part from their vehicles. The driver will realize 
the catalytic converter is missing when they start hear-
ing loud noises from the exhaust,” the salesman told 
Kuwait Times. Another mechanic at a garage in 
Shuwaikh said he knows a customer whose converter 
was stolen by a tow truck driver while transporting the 
car to the garage.  

Theft of catalytic  
converters on...
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Banisadr won Iran’s first free election in 1980 

to become president hot on the heels of the previ-
ous year’s Islamic revolution. But he was dis-
missed by the Iranian parliament in 1981 as his 
relations with late supreme leader Ayatollah 
Ruhollah  

Khomeini deteriorated. Since then, he had been 
living in exile in France. Born on March 22, 1933 in 
a village near Hamadan in western Iran, Banisadr 
was a supporter of liberal Islam. A practicing 
Muslim, at the age of 17 he became active in the 
ranks of the National Front of Iran, the movement 
of nationalist leader Mohammad Mossadegh. After 
studying theology, economics and sociology, 
Banisadr became a staunch opponent of the 
Shah’s regime. 

Wanted by the police, he was forced to flee 
Iran in 1963 and settled in Paris. In 1970, he advo-
cated the union of the Iranian opposition around 
Khomeini, who was exiled in Iraq at the time. In 
Oct 1978, Khomeini went to France, and Banisadr 
became part of his inner circle, referring to him as 
“dear father”.  

Banisadr would later express regret that he had 
not recognized Khomeini’s “taste for power”. 

On Feb 1, 1979, Banisadr was on the plane that 
brought Khomeini back to Iran. He served as 

Iran’s minister of economics and, for a few days, 
foreign affairs. The man at times referred to as 
“Khomeini’s spiritual son” was elected president 
of the Islamic Republic of Iran on Jan 26, 1980. 

From the start of his mandate, Banisadr faced 
immense difficulties: The US hostage crisis, the 
Iran-Iraq war, economic woes and, above all, the 
opposition of powerful clerics. As armed forces 
chief from February 1980 to June 1981, he reor-
ganized Iran’s military and spent much of his time 
on the front lines of the eight-year war with Iraq. 
But the proponent of a “third Islamic path” that 
respected democratic principles, he faced intense 
pressure from ultraconservative clerics. 

After over a year of disputes with some senior 
members of the Shiite clergy and the Islamic 
Republic Party that controlled parliament, the 
democratization process came to a halt. On June 
21, 1981, Banisadr was dismissed by the Majles for 
“polit ical  incompetence” with Khomeini ’s 
approval. After hiding for a week, he was smug-
gled onto an air force jetliner hijacked by one of 
his supporters, and escaped to France, where he 
was granted asylum and provided with police 
protection. 

Once in exile, Banisadr founded the National 
Council of Resistance of Iran with Massoud Rajavi, 
leader of the People’s Mojahedin Organization of 
Iran and representatives from minority communities 
such as Iranian Kurds. Banisadr fell out with Rajavi, 
however, and later left the council. He wrote a book 
that accused Iran’s ayatollahs of plotting to seize 
power, and testified about the murders of Iranian 
dissidents that he blamed on the mullahs. He had 
been living in Versailles since May 1984. — AFP 

First president  
of Iran Banisadr...

KUWAIT: Two persons died after being retrieved 
from the sea off Al-Bedaa shores near the Messila 
coast, the Ministry of Interior announced on Friday. The 
two victims were among nine residents who were res-
cued but they were in critical condition, it said, adding 
that a 10th person was still missing. The operations 
room of the coast guard received a notification that 10 
people faced difficulty while swimming due to strong 
currents. Kuwait Fire Force and coast guard patrols 
rushed to the scene and managed to retrieve nine per-
sons but two of them died later on at the hospital. The 
seven others are in stable condition while search and 
rescue operations continue to account for the missing 
person, according to a statement from the ministry. The 

statement urged swimmers to keep vigilant, abide by 
the safety precautions and contact the operations room 
of the coast guard via the phone number 1880888 or 
the emergency hotline 112 if need be.  

In other news, KFF said that firefighters managed to 
safely rescue seven workers from a blazing tower under 
demolition at Safat Square in Kuwait City Thursday 
night. The fire was subdued and no injuries were report-
ed, the KFF public relations and media dept. said in a 
statement this evening. Upon receiving notification of 
the incident, fire engines from the City, Al-Hilali and Al-
Salmiya fire stations, and backup corps rushed to the 
scene. They found the first three stories of the 15-storey 
building engulfed in flames; they also found seven work-
ers trapped in upper stories and brought them out. 
Investigators opened a probe to determine the cause of 
the incident, according to the statement. -— KUNA 

Two drown, one goes missing while 
swimming off Messila beach: Interior

Seven workers rescued from fire at Safat Square

Ten washed 
ashore by 
 strong currents

KUWAIT: A Kuwait Fire Force boat participates in a search operation for a person who 
went missing while swimming off the Messila beach. — Kuwait Fire Force photos

Flames engulf a tower under demolition at Safat Square in Kuwait City. Firemen battle a blaze in a tower under demolition at Safat Square in Kuwait City. 

Firemen carry a person rescued off the Messila beach.
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KUWAIT: Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeon at Amiri 
Hospital Dental Center Dr Mohammad 
Abdelkareem Al-Masri said a major operation was 
carried out on a 55-year-old patient - a rare proce-
dure to remove a very large salivary gland stone. He 
said the stone removed is larger than the one regis-
tered by Guinness World Records, which weighed 
50 gm and was 6 cm long, as this one weighs 74 gm 

and is 6 cm long. 
Dr Masri said the 

patient, who is diabetic, 
had an infection in the 
salivary gland on the 
right side of the jaw. The 
stone was discovered 
during treatment. The 
surgery was carried out 
after all preparations 
were completed. It took two hours to remove the 
stone and the salivary gland. The patient left hospi-
tal three days later. 

On the reasons stones are formed in salivary 
glands, he said this happens due to severe dehydra-
tion and drinking too little water, especially during 
high temperatures, adding that such cases are wide-
spread but not of such a large size.

Amiri Hospital 
doctors remove 
record large stone 

Dr Mohammad Al-MasriKUWAIT: The Lord Mayor of the City of London, 
Alderman William Russell, visited Kuwait from 6-8 
October. The Lord Mayor is an international ambassador 
for the UK’s financial and professional services sector.  
The UK is the leading exporter of financial services 
across the world, to the value of £64 billion. London 
houses more foreign banks, and accounts for more inter-
national bank lending, than any other center. The UK 
also offers exceptional maritime services, Islamic finance, 
legal services, insurance, education, and infrastructure 
financing and delivery. The Lord Mayor also heads the 
City of London Corporation, the governing body of the 
Square Mile dedicated to a vibrant and thriving city, 
supporting a diverse and sustainable London within a 
globally-successful UK. 

During his visit, the Lord Mayor called on His 
Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al 
-Sabah, Minister of Finance Khalifa Al-Hamada, and 
Chairman of the Kuwait Investment Authority Ghanem 
Al-Ghenaiman. He also met with Group Chairman of the 
National Bank of Kuwait (NBK) Nasser Musaed Al-
Sayer, and Chairman of the Capital Markets Authority 
Ahmed Al-Melhem. At a joint public event, the Lord 
Mayor took the opportunity to address members of the 
Kuwait Banking Association.   

The Lord Mayor’s priorities over the course of the 
visit included highlighting the upcoming UN climate 
change conference, COP26, which will be held in 
Glasgow later this year. The COP26 agenda for 2021 is 
vitally important in setting direction and obtaining com-
mitments from all countries to tackle the worst effects of 
climate change and limit global warming to 1.5 degrees 
or less. Coupled to this aim, the Lord Mayor has high-
lighted how UK expertise and innovation in sustainable 
finance can help the Kuwaiti financial services sector to 
unlock the huge opportunities offered by the green tran-

sition. 
The Lord Mayor has also sought to deepen the UK’s 

ties with Kuwait’s sovereign wealth fund through the 
Kuwait Investment Authority, promoting inward sover-
eign wealth investment in support of the HMG agenda. 
He has also promoted opportunities for UK-based 
Financial and Professional Service firms in Kuwait and 
reaffirmed the important relationship between our two 
friendly nations.  

The Lord Mayor of the City of London, William 
Russell said: “It is a pleasure to be here in Kuwait and an 
honor to meet with His Highness Sheikh Sabah Al-
Khaled Al-Sabah, Prime Minister of the State of Kuwait. 
The bonds between the UK and Kuwait remain strong 
and enduring. We welcome the continued vote of confi-
dence from Kuwait in London and the UK’s economy, 
with the Kuwait Investment Authority recommitting to 
spend $180 billion of investments through its London 
office. This creates shared jobs and prosperity for both 
of our countries. 

“London’s offer to global investors continues to go 
from strength to strength. Its unique combination of time 
zone, language, legal system, global talent, and financial 
services ecosystem which makes us truly a gateway to 
global capital and advice. As we approach the COP26 
summit, the UK is very keen for Kuwait to become an 
ally in the fight against climate change. The City of 
London Corporation will be hosting a Green Horizon 
Summit at COP26. We are delighted to see that Kuwait 
has committed to a target of having 15 percent of its 
electricity generated from renewables by 2030. By 
working together, British expertise and innovation in 
sustainable finance can help the Kuwaiti financial servic-
es sector to unlock the huge opportunities offered by the 
green transition.” 

British Ambassador to Kuwait Belinda Lewis said: 
“The Lord Mayor’s visit highlights the close coopera-
tion between Kuwait and the UK in the field of financial 
and professional services. The Corporation of London, 
headed by the Lord Mayor, has a fascinating history 
dating back centuries and the City of London today 
remains a vibrant, cosmopolitan hotbed of talent. 
London and the UK are truly global in outlook, keen to 
partner with others to share world leading expertise 
and professionalism.” 

Lord Mayor of 
London completes 
Kuwait visit


